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JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. Items 1 - 10 of Just Jeeps. My Wishlist. Shop by vehicle.
View all brands. View all parts. Sign In Create an Account. Home Quadratec. Show 5 10 15 20 25
50 Our high quality skids are made from stamped aluminum, providing lightweight and strong
underbody protection. The 6mm thick aluminum panels are the next evolution in under body
protection providing superior strength and flexibility while minimizing weight. Why do we use
aluminum Read More Learn More. Add to Cart. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. Why do The
6mm thick aluminum panels are the next evolution in under body protection providing superior
strength and flexibility while minimizing There is nothing like cruising around in your Wrangler
with the doors removed. However, when the doors come off so do your side mirrors â€” leaving
you with limited rear visibility and potential legal issues. Our revolutionary Automatic Mirror
Movers Upgrade or replace those beat up mirrors with a new set of Quadratec replacement
mirrors. These high quality mirrors can directly bolt to any Wrangler doors or be used as an
extra set for off road tube doors. Each mirror application has been designed to original
equipment specifications to replicate the look and performance of factory mirrors. Mounting
brackets and hardware included. Relocate your factory mirrors with these handy brackets. The
brackets piggyback your Original Door Mirror Upgrade or replace those beat up factory mirrors
with a new set of Quadratec replacement mirrors. These high quality mirrors bolt directly to
your Cherokee doors or be used as an extra set for off-road tube doors. Each mirror application
has been designed to original specifications to replicate the look and performance of factory
mirrors. Learn More. Shop By. Compare Products. Remove This Item Compare. Clear All.
Quadratec offers everything from soft tops and suspensions to turn signals and mirror
brackets. Write a review and share your thoughts with other Jeepers. The following is a
response from Quadratec in regards to the reviews below:. Visit Web Site I see some
unresolved issues here and would like to offer to help make things right. Please feel free to
contact me at Frankw Quadratec. Of course I then get an email indicating my ship from multiple
locations. In comes three boxes and soon an email indicating one part critical flare brace is on
back-order and I'd be advised when it ships. A week goes by, another email indicating the same.
Another week goes by and another email so I call customer service and speak with "Andrew"
who tells me they have no indication when this part might be back in stock and ship. He does
then tell me they have another supplier but cost is "substantially more" than what I paid. I'm
returning all and have placed my order with Extreme Terrain as they indicate whether in stock or
not at time of order. This review is the subjective opinion of a JeepReviews user and not of
JeepReviews. I received my order in 2 parts an on different days. I supposedly had received my
completed order this past Friday. Right away I contacted Quadratec regarding your situation. I
decided to call them to try to find out if they had an idea of how long it will take for me to receive
my items. They told me that it might take weeks. They are yet to respond I would of wish to have
had a better experience with the service or at least get a phone call back like promised. Inept,
inaccurate, and deceitful. On May 6, I ordered the Superlift 2. After waiting patiently 10 days, i
finally receive 2 different shipments I call quadratec to see where rest of my order is. The
service agent says, you have received everything. I tell him about the missing hardware and rest
of the order, and after a few minutes he says.. I explain that i never received, so how could i
return. He checks again, then says oh, the shipper damaged the parts and returned them. I was
never notified this so its new to me. So i ask when the rest of the order will arrive. He says he
will check with Superlift. He never does. I call again, this time the person says they have been
resent and everything should be there Friday. I ask specifically what will be in the shipment but
they cannot answer I call back Friday after no shipment arrives and talk to someone else. After
explaining what is missing again he says, you shouldn't be getting shocks. I point him to the
quadrtect website where it says shocks included and he says, oh he will have to check. This
time they do get back to me and say, your kit shouldn't have shocks And just to add insult to
injury, i have to pay the shipping to retrun the incomplete order. Quaratec is not a well run or
honorable company. They missed the mark I then reply and ask the order to be cancelled and
miraculously I get an email saying my shocks are on the way. Then I get the shocks. They are
rear shocks. Label is correct, item is not. Not the front ones I ordered. I contact quadratec and
see if I can make lemonade and keep the rear shocks and then order the front ones at a
discount. Tom asks me if "I am sure they are rear shocks and says that he needs pictures. The
front shocks I need are on back order there aren't any in stock" I send him pictures. He sends
another email saying he really needs pictures of whole shock and packing label, I respond
letting him know that there were 4 pics in the last email. There is a pic of the whole shock and
the packing label and send the same email again. I opt to return the rear shocks and no longer
want the front shocks I would have to wait weeks for, as this whole experience fell way short of
my expectations. Now I am trying to return the rear shocks and am being charged for the

return??? Been waiting since 4 April What an amazing lady! She called customer service and
they were not willing to help her out in any way at all. Only suggestion was to return it at our
own cost and order another one. Never the suggestion to obtain door surrounds, etc. This will
be the last dollars anyone in this household or my own local Jeep club will ever spend with
Quadratec. Thank you for making this a sad note on a very happy day. Now we can use your
catalog as kindling for the fire pit because it won't be used to look for Jeep parts! Buyers be
ware of the online support knowledge I didn't want to get stuck with a top I couldn't install so I
responded to cancel the order. I also entered a ticket to cancel the order since they do not have
an option in their web app. They went ahead and billed me, then sent a message that they
couldn't cancel the order since it had been sent to the warehouse. After several exchanges they
said I could refuse the delivery, assuming I'm home, and they would refund my full purchase.
The phone system is useless. I ordered a trailer hitch receiver for an upcoming event this
weekend. Get home to see box was delivered. Thought it was a big box for a relatively small part
so I open it up and what did I find? A clear bug deflector. Not only was the representative
unapologetic, but he asked that I put the box outside my house and UPS would pick it up in
days and they would put the sticker on it and ship it back. After 6 weeks, was told another 2
weeks. Finally called tire manufacturer who was supposedly the reason for the backorder, and
they said they had no purchase order from quadratec, and have over of the tires in the size I
wanted in all of their distribution centers. I call back quadratec and tell them. Finally in February
I found the only non-jerk I have ever spoken to on the phone there. He found that quadratec had
completely botched all purchase orders with this manufacturer. Finally get the tires shipped, but
the shipper would not unload them because a lift gate was not ordered. My wife actually
unloaded them herself, while the shipper watched. Called quadratec just to close out the
nightmare experience by informing them about the shipper outcome. You have the tires. They
said that the shipper was not their problem. And that about sums up how quadratec operates. I
ordered the wrong hose for my CJ5. So I called to make sure that I didn't screw it up again as
the measurements were unclear on not only Quadratec's website. I called and asked a fellow
named Eric if he could help me with the right sized hose So I could order a replacement.. He not
only found the right one, but shipped it to me for free since the size was not made clear on the
website. Now that's what I call customer service. Good job Quadratec. I will be a repeat
customer. Thank you. I called up Quadratec to order a replacement window, to be advised we
would have to buy the whole softop as they no longer make that type!! Maybe make the next
generation using the same zipper mesh! Useless bunch, almost as bad as the fool that slashed
the window Absolute joke!! This is about shipping costs. If you're in the US, they give you
shipping cost right away, if not, you have to enter all your info, address, payment method,
before they give you shipping cost. Then there is no way to cancel the order when you find out
shipping cost is inflated. I tried backspaging to look for a way, second backpage it said thank
you for your order. Of course it was already shipped when I emailed them. So the only way out
is to refuse the order when it comes in, then you get your money back. They said. After coming
to the point in lift installation, figured out that the track bar was far too short and I need to
purchase an adjustable track bar. After research, I conclude that I may also need a rear
adjustable track bar, a new driveshaft, brake line extensions, and bolts to install shocks and
who knows what else. This is a partial Lift Kit at best and won't know how good until Jeep is
finished and tested out. All I can say to Quadratec is you are a bunch of incompetent liars!! Will
buy nothing but Currie Lift from now on, as they spell out their product. How can you be down
for days? Oh, they will take your order and money! I called to cancel and can't even do
that,,,customer service cant even look up my order. Who is running Quadratec,,,,,bunch of
monkeys! Recently ordered 2. Also ordered 1. I ordered one day and received everything 2 days
later wow!!! I was impressed with the service. One they matched marked down price on Fox
shocks that another company had on sale!!!! And got overall discount on entire order great!!! I
read a lot of not so nice reviews here?? Thank you Quadratec!!! One more thing also received
small gift with order thank you!!! Sent me used part in a new box that was broken. I might as
well go to a junkyard. I could buy it quicker and they would be more honest. There customer
support is a joke. I swear it was like I was doing them a favor. In addition, they promised to ship
that day which they did not do. Never again I should have just went to the manufacturer which
had it for the same price. You often don't know until placing the order whether the item will ship
in a timely manner. They somewhat recently added stock status to their website, and I had
hoped that would improve service, but no luck. Recently order an item and it said "place order
in the next 1 hour and it will ship today! Customer service says it was in stock, so no reason
they could see for the delay- great thanks. If there is an issue with an order, don't expect them
to reach out to you and notify you. I have had wait more than a month on two occasions, and
had to cancel orders. Super competitive market for Jeep parts, there are a lot of other options

with modern up-to-date order management systems Totally Incompetent and possibly
dishonest. Paid expedited shipping and when received 2 days later it was not what was on the
invoice. Called and arranged return and Andy said they would ship the proper part out today. I
received an email later saying that the part was backordered. I canceled. All wheels and tires
ship truck freight not UPS Ground. Talked to Dan and Tom and neither one told me that. After
two phone calls and two emails for refund, I've not received word or email or refund money after
two months. Nothing shipped with FedEx Smartpost made it.. Smart Post is the US Postal
service. Somewhere between Quadratech and the US Postal service my apartment number was
dropped. So USPS could not deliver. Quadratech says the best they can do is refund me after
USPS ships back to them in 30 days. After hour wait on the phone with USPS. I will wait the
extra now 10 to 20 days for refund and ordering from Amazon in the future. Worth noting: Items
shipped FedEx ground were great. Opened rear doors and all was good. Opened front doors
and they had obviously been installed before- scratched and marred and missing hardware.
Contacted customer service and after many back and forth emails and pictures we were sent a
new set of front doors. With no hardware!!!!! Merry Christmas? They failed to explain it shipped
from manufacture so seats were late and I was in able to go out that weekend as planned. It took
4 months. After a few weeks we noticed the back seat looked pinkish. It is very noticeable to me
a female. Why would we order anything else from them? How can a company not stand behind
the products they sell? I will never buy anything from them again. Buyers beware! Well a lot
harder than you could ever imagine if you go through Quadratec. After several months I don't
have a radiator hose which means I don't have a car. It's simple ordered a lower radiator hose
for my 05 wh 5. So the send me a hose for a 4. I investigate and at their request send a lengthy
email showing that the hose has the right part number but is the wrong part. I'd know I've also
got a 4. So the send me another and another exempt each time I have to ring up and make sure
it's is make sure you check its right and I've just got my fourth hose and it's wrong again. It's
probably a crown issue but their inability to resolve means I'm shopping on eBay and Morris
4x4. I've never seen such a retarded response and customer service or support, which I
shouldn't say because it gives retards a bad name. Of course, I tried calling to figure out what
happened, but they were closed. Checked my email to make sure I hadn't messed up the order,
and found that the 3 other pans were back-ordered with no indication of when they would arrive.
Had it stated on their website that the items were back-ordered, I would have purchased them
elsewhere since floor pans are a necessity when it comes to operating a vehicle I called this
morning and spoke to a gentleman who seemed annoyed and very unhappy that he had to help
me. Mind you, this was after being on hold for over 5 minutes. How does that make sense? He
also informed me that it will be a minimum of 2 weeks before my other 3 floor pans are shipped,
but he's "not even sure if that's accurate because its the manufacturer not Quadratec. But how
do you explain charging full price, when the other items haven't even shipped yet? Makes zero
sense to me. I try calling back 10 minutes later to come up with some sort of resolution for this
problem, sit on hold for another 5 minutes, only to get disconnected. Needless to say I'm
unimpressed and have since emailed in to cancel the rest of my order and I will be taking my
business elsewhere. And here we are, three hours later with no response from anyone about
canceling my order, or any attempts to make this situation right. After reading a lot of this
company's reviews, I see I'm not the one whose had this same issue. My friend who
recommended this company stated that they have the cheapest Jeep parts around - I guess with
cheap parts, comes cheap customer service, too. I have always had a great experience, even if
something was damaged in shipment or missing from my order. Recently they upgraded their
website and it looks great! They now tell you if a part is in stock, have reviews, and you can
even ask or search for questions on individual products! Their customer service has helped me
twice, once with a damaged product in shipment and another with a missing product in the
order. Each time they had the product shipping out to me that same day and a prepaid label
sent to me. This is great service and hard to find! Their pricing is usually the best or close to it.
They price match so even if I find it less elsewhere I just call in to place my order and they have
always price matched no problem. I recommend Quadratec to anyone who owns a Jeep! Been
waiting way too long for back-ordered items and can never get a straight answer. I have to
check with them every couple of weeks because they have NO proactive customer service. I get
responses but seems they really don't care Several parts and the most expensive parts have not
arrived yet 3 months later. Also there photos in there catalogs do not represent what you will
get that is a separate issue. I have spent more time dealing with Quadratec then installing the
parts. The quality of the parts have been fine, if you can get them, but good luck on that. Up to
you if you want to take the chance. I may be out bucks, unless I get a lawyer to file charges
against them, at a much higher cost. Up to you man. I only received the channel track. Call them
to find out where the PAC was. They apologized that it was on back order and would not be

available until the end of July. Almost 1. No one bothered to mention that it was on back order. I
cancelled the order and will be doing business with someone else. So me wanting a tan soft top
I chose khaki because any Normal person knows khaki as a tan color well quadratec or rampage
don't see it that way apparently to them khaki is a greenish grey color and spice is a tan color..
So I tried calling quadratec on 7 different occasions and each time was on hold for a minimum
of 9 minutes each time so not only did I waste my time trying to call in to resolve the matter but
it was all for nothing because no one answered until I stayed on the phone for 16 minutes. Then
when someone did finally answer I was told that no khaki is green and spice is tan and no we
won't cover the shipping cost and we may charge you a restocking fee. How hard is it to double
check the proper item number before shipping a dollar order??? I do not deal with cheaters.
Going to order from another supplier. First and last time buying here!! According to the pictures
posted in the Quadratec website, that was mine and mine shows the Ramapage logo. Anyway, it
was my only choice. The same day I received the part I realized it was not the right item. I
apologize for the inconvenience - have a nice day! I contacted them and cancelled the coils
because they had no idea on ship date. Here is what I got on the drop ship after 10 days. This
place has a pretty site with back end logistics systems on par with the 's. I will not use them
again. Welcome to the Quadratec Live Chat Service. How may I assist you? Me: Where are these
brake lines? Ordered 10 days ago. No update to status or tracking info. Megan: Let me take a
look for you. One moment please. Me: Thank you Megan Megan: I am sorry but these come
directly from the manufacturer, not our warehouses. Unfortunately they are currently closed
until after the holiday. Megan: I am very sorry but I do not have an update for you at this time.
Megan: Is there anything else I can help you with today? Me: How long does an order like this
from Crown typically take to deliver? As a large buyer from Crown you should be able to track
shipping status Megan: I am very sorry but it depends on stock availability. When an order
comes directly from the drop shipper, we have to get the tracking directly from them. I do not
have access to this as they are currently closed. Megan: Please check back during normal
business hours of 9am-5pm EST. Me: I am not too happy with the way this has gone. First time
ordering. I ordered springs and these brake lines. Springs were back ordered and the brake
lines have been in the same status for 10 days. I would have not ordered had I known this was
going to be like this. Megan: Unfortunately at this time we are unable to list stock on our
website. This is due to us utilizing multiple warehouses. We also have many items that ship
manufacturer direct. Please feel free to start a Live Chat session to verify stock prior to your
purchase. You can also contact our Sales Team at to verify stock while placing an order. I do
apologize for any inconvenience this may cause you. Me: I want to cancel this order and get my
money back. Me: Your company took my money and has no product to provide nor any idea
when it will ship. Megan: We do not ship for orders until they are ship confirmed, so there is no
refund at this time. I am very sorry for the inconvenience. We will gladly cancel this for you
during normal business hours. Me: Seriously? What does "we do not ship for orders until they
are ship confirmed" mean? Megan: When an item is on backorder or at drop shipper, we do not
charge the customer until the item has shipped. Megan: I am sorry for any inconvenience. Me: I
have been charged. Megan: We get an authorization which acting like a pending charge but we
do not draw from your account until the item ships completely. Me: So why can't this be
cancelled now Megan: We have to send the cancellation over to the manufacturer and get
confirmation before we cancel it in our system. Megan: They are currently closed so I cannot
cancel it at this time. Me: You are a large provider of parts. They are a large producer of parts.
You do not have a way of reviewing the shipping status electronically and no way of cancelling
without talking to a human during business hours? Megan: Normal business hours are
9am-5pm EST and with the holiday tomorrow, it is subject to change. Me: But I could order this
part from your site in seconds without any issue. Megan: And I am sorry but we have to confirm
it so we know it won't ship out to you. Megan: I am very sorry sir. Me: In this day and age - this
might be the best example of how not to handle logistics. Your company is backing a tech site
with logistics practices from the 's Megan: Please contact us during normal business hours of
9am- 5pm EST at EST for further assistance. Megan: Thank you for chatting. Surprised at long
hold times I had tried unsuccessfully to call three times to arrange and return each time I had to
give up after about 20 minutes on hold. Even though this is longer that 30 days they said as
long as this is in the original packaging - no problem. This is the Quadratec I remember. I have
been a customer for eight years and never experienced poor customer service before. I asked
the technician what was going on I recognized his name and voice from the many times I have
dealt with them over the years. He told me that there are Jeeps sold per week and, they along
with all the parts suppliers, were caught completely by surprise by a HUGE increase in demand.
I was told they are sorry but don't bother trying to call on Mondays until they move into their
new facility and have room to hire more telephone service reps which should happen in a month

or so Try Tuesday instead. Surely a reputable company such as Quadratec could have my parts
to my by 2 weeks of order date. Think again. Had to take roadtrip without my cargo restraint for
dog. After my return I called Quadratec once again and as usual min wait and received the ol
"The parts should be in our warehouse within 1 to 2 days", lie. I canceled my order of course
and headed on over to If a company cannot deleiver parts in a timely manner these parts
shouldn't be advertised on their website. This is the longest I've ever waiting and not received
an order and also the first negative feedback I've ever left in my entire life for a company of any
type. Who knows how long I would have waited if I would have let it continue, maybe months
like some others. With so many reviews of this type maybe you should take time to figure out
how to fix your company before its too late. It ends with me having to send stuff back to them
because they didn't send me the right things to begin with. It just takes a lot more effort than it
should to receive what you first ordered. Everything seemed to be in stock and the right fit for
my vehicle. After a couple weeks without an update on my items shipping I called and waited 10
mins to get a hold of someone who told me that the parts were being manufactured and would
be another weeks prior to them being ready. If I would've known that I never would've bought
them in the first place, but I went ahead and waited for the order. My items finally arrived about
when they'd said they would, but they shipped me items for an Unlimited- not my two door. I
called again waited on hold 10 mins and requested return labels for the two boxes to ship them
back for a refund. They sent me only one return label, and now I'm going to have to call again Im
sure most Jeep owners are loyal like me, and would rather spend our money with a
Jeep-oriented company like Quadratec over an Amazon. I honestly will not be able to purchase
anything else from them again after this 1st experience and would strongly caution anyone else
from doing so. The hitch does not match the color of the bumper. The mounting holes are off
due to poor quality control. The bumper to hitch mounting is extremely sloppy requiring washer
shimming to prevent bending the mounting tabs. Again, a quality control issue. Contact
Quadretec via chat and they simple stated some applications require reaming of holes, then
conveniently dropped the chat session. Poor customer service and poor quality control. Will
seek other suppliers for Jeep parts. No one will answer. Call the or the local number in Pa and
you will listen to an automated system as long as you wish. I have waited up to 1 hour before
giving up. Another joke. Shipping info? Yet another fail on Quadratec's part. They will sell you
items that are not even being produced yet. God only knows when you will get contacted letting
you know that they have failed. I called at 7PM on a Tuesday. The first call I was on hold for 10
minutes and then disconnected read - I was hung up on. The second call I was on hold for 9
minutes and then sales picked up the phone. I hung up and will never call back. Quadratec is
one of the best around. Fast shipping and great people to deal with. Easy returns and quick
customer service. We only deal with Quadratec for all our Jeep needs. As usual with Quadratec,
part was drop shipped from manufacturer do they actually inventory any parts? Card board box
not in great shape, and when deflector removed one of the tabs was broken off making the part
useless. Took over a week before Quadratec would send a FedEx call tag for return. Now its'
been over 10 days sent the broken part was received by Quadratec and still no credit to my
charge card. Seriously, it's not worth it. Buy somewhere els. The shipping is via fedex postal
service. The worse ever. One week to deliver from PA to SC. Call to stop the order and change
the shipping method and they want to charge me for another taillight. Will never purchase from
them!!!! I paid for air shipping because we had a night Jeep run coming up in two weeks and I
wanted to make sure I had the parts in time to get them installed. Well two weeks went by and
my parts did not arrive from Quadratec, so I went on the night run without my new lights.
Interestingly the Hella lights I purchased on Amazon that same day as I did my Quadratec order
arrived the next day with free shipping. When I called Quadratec to find out where my order was
after 7 days I got a voice mail service and they never returned my call I also emailed them and
also got only a automated response, the parts arrive 6 days later via some extra cheap shipping
service they provide. Not impressed! Placed an order for a jeep fender, fender flare brace, liner
and all the pins, clips and bolts to replace my fender. I order the ultimate summer combo tops in
master twill fabric quadratec part Do not order from Quadratec. So I am sent a message that my
order has been delayed and is on back order from 4 April. I ordered a ski rack and specifically
asked the support line if it included the L bar that connects to the hitch and they with
confidence yes. After ordering my parts I got an email that the header bar needed to install a top
was out of stock. Just bought a jeep a week ago and have already made several mods. Ordered
a tire package in late October To say I think their service is appalling is a gross understatement.
I have to agree with the others--it takes far too long to receive the product you ordered. Like an
idiot. It's a nice little trap when ordering online. Can only describe this lift kit as a partial lift kit. I
ordered from quadratec times and I must say had great experience every time. I ordered a
replacement light socket for a yj parking lights. To begin with I would cite the sales rep as one

of the most rudest and least knowledgeable of his own products I have ever spoken with.
Numerous problems with timely shipping over many years and many orders. Ordered floor mats
and a 2. I ordered a Banks header for my 4. Nope- a big joke from Quadratec. I order jeep seats
from quadratic paid additional for quick shipping. Reviewer: A JeepReviews. Seriously how
hard is it. Quadratec came recommended to me by a friend whose used them many times. I have
been ordering from Quadratec since for my 3 Jeeps. I ordered and entire Jeep rebuilt from
Quadratec in April of this year and while many parts arrive within a week. Ordered a QuadraPac
and channel from these guys. I ordered a rampage soft top from quadratec and the options for
the colors were: black, khaki, and spice. Completed ridiculous. Explain this one, I order a soft
top complete with bow kit, somehow I get the correct sailcloth, but after fighting and speaking
with 2 customer service people, I figure out and tell the third person that I have an incorrect
hardware kit. I was trying to order two small items for a jeep, one for the left door and one for
the right door, same item but left and right, the item will be shipped same box, same location
and I have to pay double shipping, forget it. I called today to return a gadget that I received as a
gift from my wife three months ago, a ceiling hoist. Placed my order 2 weeks in advance for
some parts to go on my jeep for dog security to make my vacation pleasurable. I have ordered a
couple of times now from quadratec and each time they have messed up on the order and it
takes forever to get a hold of someone to try and resolve the issue. I ordered a cargo mat and
rear floor mat for my '13 2 door JK. Recently purchased a QR3 front and rear bumper with hitch.
Don't bother calling Quadratec. I have been researching Jeep parts for a few weeks. Being in the
auto industry for 30 years. Rob-Truck Gallery. Ordered a Rugged Ridge bug deflector. Look up
customer satisfaction online. They advertise one price in their catalog when you call to buy it
they tell you its a miss print and have a new higher price and are rude about it. Quadratec were
lousy to deal with, I paid for fast air shipping service costing almost as much as the KC wire
conversion harness for my JK and Quadratec shipped via the cheapest covered wagon method
available and took a number of days to get around to shipping my order. Quadratec is the
largest independent retailer of aftermarket Jeep parts, and the company celebrates 30 years in
business by building a unique Wrangler that mixes the first-gen known internally as the YJ and
current JL model. Naturally, the business refers to this machine as the YJL. These are not
simple sealed-beam lamps like on an old Wrangler, though, because the company installs
modern LEDs. The front bumper is simply a metal beam with circular auxiliary lamps on top.
Along the side, there are tubular steps and matching metal piping for the doors. A removable
bimini top provides some protection from the rays while still providing an open-air driving
experience. The rear has a bumper and bumperettes adapted from the YJ. A pair of high-exit
exhausts poke out from the back. The taillights are similar to the ones on the first-gen Wrangler
but now have LED illumination. There are also upgraded driveshafts with a double cardan
design. Inside, an Alpine infotainment system replaces the stock unit. In front, there are
Corbeau Trailcat seats with storage bags behind them. Quadratec own all-weather mats are on
the floors. Source: Quadratec. Jan 26, at pm ET. By : Chris Bruce. The looks from the '80s with
the technology from today. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers on local inventory.
Search for: New Cars. Used Cars. Jeep Wrangler. Sign In or Sign Up. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in
your browser. Items 1 - 10 of Just Jeeps. My Wishlist. Shop by vehicle. View all brands. View all
parts. Sign In Create an Account. Home Quadratec. Show 5 10 15 20 25 50 Our high quality skids
are made from stamped aluminum, providing lightweight and strong underbody protection. The
6mm thick aluminum panels are the next evolution in under body protection providing superior
strength and flexibility while minimizing weight. Why do we use aluminum Read More Learn
More. Add to Cart. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. Why do The 6mm thick aluminum panels
are the next evolution in under body protection providing superior strength and flexibility while
minimizing There is nothing like cruising around in your Wrangler with the doors removed.
However, when the doors come off so do your side mirrors â€” leaving you with lim
viper 3000 wiring diagram
ford escape troubleshooting
2003 nissan altima mirror cover
ited rear visibility and potential legal issues. Our revolutionary Automatic Mirror Movers
Upgrade or replace those beat up mirrors with a new set of Quadratec replacement mirrors.
These high quality mirrors can directly bolt to any Wrangler doors or be used as an extra set for
off road tube doors. Each mirror application has been designed to original equipment
specifications to replicate the look and performance of factory mirrors. Mounting brackets and
hardware included. Relocate your factory mirrors with these handy brackets. The brackets
piggyback your Original Door Mirror Upgrade or replace those beat up factory mirrors with a

new set of Quadratec replacement mirrors. These high quality mirrors bolt directly to your
Cherokee doors or be used as an extra set for off-road tube doors. Each mirror application has
been designed to original specifications to replicate the look and performance of factory
mirrors. Learn More. Shop By. Compare Products. Remove This Item Compare. Clear All.

